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This documentary was incredibly powerful and eye opening for all my friends who watched it. 
Even for me, who had read many things about the fashion industry previously. It’s very jarring 
that until the 1960’s about 90% of our clothes were still made in the US. Now, there are barely 
any made here.  
 
One reaction was “Ho-ly shit,” which technically isn’t three words, but it was emphasized 
enough and definitely was a shared reaction. The stark contrast between browsing through 
H&M or thousand dollar dresses on the runway to factories collapsing and people screaming 
and crying is so extreme. What’s ridiculous is how you can go so much of your life without ever 
even knowing. Our culture is so focused on instant gratification and getting everything new all 
the time, that we often pass over (or don’t even think about) the consequences.  
 
Two of my friends had actually already seen the film a few years ago for different reasons. 
When I told them about the project they were unsurprised that so little (if anything at all had 
changed). The relevance of the documentary, even though it came out quite a few years ago is 
a statement in itself. Many preventable accidents cost people their lives just for us to storm the 
shelves on black friday to get that faux fur coat or the latest pair of ripped skinny jeans.  
 
My sister never really thought about where her clothes came from. She’d think about the type of 
fabric or what store it was from, but not how it was made. She did, however, go through her 
closet and all her stuff and donate what was no longer useful to her a few months ago. We 
actually did this together (maybe you’re familiar with the KonMari method?). She said it helped 
her appreciate what she did actually have and feel less of a need to keep buying new stuff. In a 
way she was already on the path to understanding that she didn’t need new stuff all the time, 
and the detriment of that. This documentary just added to that.  Plus we love to go thrifting 
together.  
 
Making thrifting and secondhand the norm is a great idea. Instead of going to the mall, bring 
your friends around town to all the cool thrift spots. It’s always fun to dig around and see what 
you like, what speaks to you. It’s a great way to get new stuff if you want/need it, extend the life 
of clothing, reduce your carbon footprint, and honestly- maybe save a life. We all have to start 
somewhere! 
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